
Data Mining - Fall 2014

Assignment 2

August 28, 2014

Submission date: Monday 01 September 2014 02:15 PM
Late submission date: Thursday 04 September 2014 09:45 AM
Late submissions will have marks reduced by 20%. There will not be any extension on either dead-
line.

Problems:

1. Using basic operations such as + , * etc in R, write a function which computes the covariance
matrix for a given matrix. Do not use the function cov or var, not even functions to directly
compute mean or standard deviation in R. Please write comments in the code so that the
steps can be understood easily.

Submit an R file named covfunction name.R, containing your function cov name where name
= your name, all in lowercase. I should be able to simply source your file and call cov name(X)

for any matrix X defined by me using the cbind command in R. For example if Debapriyo has
to submit a file, it should be named covfunction debapriyo.R and the function should be
named cov debapriyo.

(10 marks)

2. Implement a k-fold cross validator class using C++ or Java so that it can perform a cross
validation for any classifier which provides certain methods.

Modularize your code so that the following functionalities are supported. Please try to keep
the method names exactly as suggested below. To start with, define an abstract class (C++)
or interface (Java) called Classifier. All your classifier implementations should extend /
implement this abstract class / interface. You should be able to pass any such classifier
object to a k fold cross validator. If you have suggestions to improve the below structure, let
us discuss in the group email. We can modify this, but ultimately everyone should follow one
high level design for the sake of reusability.

Implement a RandomClassifier class which supports all the below methods, but does not do
much internally, rather just returns a random label (within a set of predefined labels, defined
by you) whenever some data is classified.
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KFoldCrossValidator:

// Given a new text, adds to the data

void addToData(String text, String label);

// Uses a classifier (such as one below) and runs k fold cross

// validation on the given data

double runCrossValidation(Classifier classifier, int k);

RandomClassifier:

// Given a new text, adds to training data

void addToTrainingData(String text, String label);

// Once the training data are all added, builds the model

void buildModel();

// classifies and returns the label with confidence

Pair<String,Integer> classify(String text);

(10 + 5 marks)

3. Implement a Nave Bayes classifier to classify text data and using either C++ or Java. As
we discussed in the class, use a model and features of your choice. Be experimental, if your
choice of the model and features perform poorly than others, it is completely ok, but explain
(in a separate page / text file / pdf) why you chose such a model and features accordingly.
Note that your choice of features may depend on the model you use. You may run some
pre-processing analysis on the data to get insights about it, if you wish. If you do so, please
report that in your writeup.

You will be allowed to reuse your methods / classes for future assignments. In fact that will
be very much appreciated, and even more appreciated if others can use your classes. So, even
though the internal implementation of the methods below are not specified, try to implement
them in a modular way if you can.

NaiveBayesClassifier:

// Given a new text, adds to training data

void addToTrainingData(String text, String label);

// Once the training data are all added, builds the model

void buildModel();

// classifies and returns the label with confidence

Pair<String,Integer> classify(String text);

Use your implementation on the 20 newsgroups data, the link is sent to you in email. This
version of the data has train and test sets separately, but since you’d be running a k fold cross
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validation, take everything together as one dataset. Because the 20 newsgroups data have one
document in one file, the input could be taken differently, but for more general use, keep the
option of adding training data one by one into the trainer. Write your own wrapper method
for reading the 20 newsgroup data and passing them to the addToTrainingData method.

There are multiple labels in each directory, separated by dots. Please consider the following
mappings for each directory and consider only single labels.

alt.atheism – religion
comp.graphics – comp
comp.os.ms-windows.misc – comp
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware – comp
comp.sys.mac.hardware – comp
comp.windows.x – comp
misc.forsale – sale
rec.autos – vehicles
rec.motorcycles – vehicles
rec.sport.baseball – sport
rec.sport.hockey – sport
sci.crypt – sci
sci.electronics – sci
sci.med – sci
sci.space – sci
soc.religion.christian – religion
talk.politics.guns – politics
talk.politics.mideast – politics
talk.politics.misc – politics
talk.religion.misc – religion

At the end, of course, write your wrapper method to train the classifier on the 20 newsgroups
data, run your cross validation and present any insight on the results of classification if you
can in the writeup mentioned already. Submit all the programs with a readme on how to run
them, and the writeup. There are 20 marks for the writeup because you are highly encouraged
to do experiments on the features you choose and write your findings based on the results in
the writeup.

The deadline for submitting the implementation of problem 3, with the writeup
is September 11, 2014, with a late submission deadline as September 15, 2014.

(40 + 20 marks)
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